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Daily Flows Highlights - April 5, 2024

iFlow Mood: Risk on

iFlow Styles: Carry, Value, and Trend all tick lower, sustaining neutral and non-
significant levels.

Currencies:

G10+: Moderate sales of GBP, lighter sales of AUD, CHF, and USD; significant
purchases of CAD, with lighter purchases of JPY. 
LatAm: Moderate sales of MXN and COP, lighter purchases of CLP.
EMEA: Significant sales of CZK, moderate purchases of HUF, with lighter purchases of
ILS and TRY.
APAC: Light sales of INR and KRW; moderate inflows of TWD, lighter inflows of CNY.

Fixed Income:

G10: Light purchases of Canada, New Zealand, and Great Britain. 
LatAm: Moderate outflows of Peru and Brazil, significant purchases of Chile, lighter
purchases of Colombia and Mexico.
EMEA: Light sales of South Africa.
APAC: Light sales of the Malaysia and Indonesia; light purchases of Thailand.

Equities:

Global Sectors: Widespread selling; light purchases in Real Estate and Materials.
Regionally: Broad selling in DM, light purchasing in DMAPAC; light selling EM.
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To enlarge iFlow Monitor, please click the image below.
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Please find below our daily iFlow update.

For a detailed explanation of Daily Flows content see here
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